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Step test – Start data logging (select the Start Scanning icon) and slowly bring the vehicle to 

1,500 RPM in second or third gear, and hold it there until short term fuel trims begin to populate.  

This may take as little as ten seconds or as much as one minute or more.  Once the fuel trims have 

begun to populate, you will not have to wait as long at the next “step.”  Once you see short term fuel 

trims, hold the vehicle at 1,500 RPMs for 10 seconds.  Move up in 500 RPM increments (holding at 

ten seconds each) until you reach 4,000 RPM.  When completed, stop data logging.  Please note that 

it may be impossible to hold the vehicle at 1,500 RPM for ten seconds.  If so, move on to the 2,000 

RPM range and move up from there.  Once you have completed the step test up to 4,000 RPM, click 

the Stop Scanning icon.

Your goal for each of these test points is to populate your graph with data from the part throttle 

driving that the vehicle will normally perform.  Your chart should now be populated like the screenshot 

below.  You may have to zoom in (select the plus and minus icons above) or out to see the steps well. 

See the screenshot below for an example of what the chart view should look like after completing a 

step test.

As you can see by the red RPM line, the steps we held in 500 RPM increments up to 4,000 RPM 

are displayed on the chart.
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Step 8:  Spark Octane Adjust 

The next table to adjust is the Spark VID Octane Adjust vs. RPM vs Load table.  To locate the table 

using the Parameter Navigator, search for 32295 in the Navigator.  Select Borderline Corrections 

from the list.  Select the VID Octane Adjust button under the Borderline Corrections section.  

Alternatively, to locate the table using the icons on the toolbar, select the Engine icon.  Select the 

Spark tab and then select the Advance sub tab.  The table is located by selecting the VID Octane 

Adjust button under the Borderline Corrections section. 

The Spark VID Octane Adjust is an additional spark modifier that can affect the vehicle’s final spark 

advance value. To prevent the Spark VID Octane Adjust from subtracting timing at higher loads or 

during wide open throttle, zero out this table.  To do this, highlight the entire table, enter 0 in the text 

box and select the equal (=) icon.  Please note, this table may not be active on all operating systems.  

It is still okay to zero it out.

Step 9:  Spark Combustion Pressure Limit

  The next table is the Spark Combustion Pressure Limit vs RPM vs Load table.  To locate the table 

using the Parameter Navigator,  search for 32270 in the Navigator.  Select Cylinder Pressure from the 

list.  Select the Combustion Pressure Limit button under the Cylinder Pressure section.  Alternatively, 
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Step 5: Determine Wide Open Throttle MAF Voltage Range

Determine your wide open throttle MAF voltage range.  When analyzing the scan file, scroll to 

the wide open throttle portion of the data. This occurs when the throttle position sensor (TPS) 

reading increases drastically and then holds until deceleration.  This is your wide open throttle range.  

After you have found the beginning of your wide open throttle range, look for the MAF voltage in the 

Channel View on the left side of the screen labeled “Mass Airflow Sensor.” 

In our example below, the MAF Voltage at the beginning of the wide open throttle portion of the 

data was 2.11 volts.  Just before deceleration, the MAF voltage reached 2.97 volts.  This means for our 

example, we will be making corrections to the MAF Airflow vs. Voltage table from approximately 2 

volts and up.  Why not stop at 3 volts you ask?  In case the MAF sensor ever sees above 3 volts, you 

wouldn’t want your airflow values to begin to decrease causing possible lean conditions.  Additionally, 

it is a good rule of thumb to never allow a higher voltage data point to have a lower airflow value than 

the one before it.  Generally speaking, the higher the voltage means the higher the amount of airflow.
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Variable Cam Timing for Maximum Performance

Table Update

After you have completed optimizing the air/fuel ratio and spark advance on the vehicle, you 

can also make adjustments to the variable cam timing tables to potentially see additional gains in 

power and cylinder airmass or airload (as seen in the examples to follow).  To locate the switch and 

tables using the Parameter Navigator, search for Variable Camshaft in the Navigator.  Select Variable 

Camshaft from the list. The switch and tables are located under the Configuration section on the 

right. Alternatively, to locate the switch and tables using icons on the toolbar, select the Engine icon.  

Select the Airflow tab and then select the Variable Camshaft sub tab.  The switch and the tables are 

located under the Configuration section.  We will be focusing on the Table Select switch, the Angle 

(IMRC Open) Torque table, the Angle (IMRC Closed) Torque table, the Angle (IMRC Open) Load 

table and the Angle (IMRC Closed) Load table in this section.  

Depending on the operating system of the vehicle you are tuning, the vehicle’s computer will 

use either calculated load or torque to determine how much to retard the camshaft at differing 

loads or calculated engine torque.  In these vehicles, the camshaft can only be retarded from its base, 

not advanced.  You can determine what parameter your vehicle is looking to (load or torque) by 

referencing the Table Select switch under the Configuration section.
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Step 10: Adjust Commanded Air Fuel Ratio or Lambda Value for 
Optimal Power

Adjust the commanded air/fuel ratio or lambda value for optimal power.  Once your actual air/fuel 

ratio or lambda value closely matches the commanded mixture, you may now command a leaner or 

richer mixture that produces more horsepower and torque.  In our example, an air/fuel ratio of 12.6:1 

or 0.86 made good, safe power (as shown in the screenshot below).  In the example below, you will 

also notice the positive effect removing the open loop fueling delay had on the vehicle’s power output 

(dashed lines).  We recommend commanding an air/fuel ratio of 11.7:1 or 0.80 as a starting point, as 

previously stated in section E.450 Wide Open Throttle Fueling.


